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Individual Readinfs of Chinese Characters in the Kamakura Period:
A Comparison of Shinran（親鸞） and Myoe（明恵）
Isamu Sasaki
Abstract: I compared the pronunciation of a Chinese character of Myoe “光明真言土沙勧信記” 
with Shinran “尊号真像銘文（略本）”.
　　 As a result, a diﬀ erence consisted in both.
　　 The difference thought that Shinran produced it by having put it by the original 
sound note method in what kind of document whereas Myoe adopted notation of then 
daily pronunciation for the people more.
　　 The big diﬀ erence would not consist in quantity of knowledge for the pronunciation 
of a Chinese chara cter of Shinran and Myoe. However, a place with it or usages were 
diﬀ erent.
　　 By this report, I caught the difference of how to put out knowledge about this 
pronunciation of a Chin ese character as individual diﬀ erence of the pronunciation of a 
Chinese character.
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